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DISCLAIMER

T

he purpose of this whitepaper is to
present Moveco related information to
potential token purchasers. It is not
intended to be exhaustive and does not
constitute a contractual relationship. The
sole purpose of this whitepaper is to
provide reasonable information that could
help potential purchasers determine
whether to acquire MOV tokens of their own
accord.

tokens are not being structured or sold as
securities. MOV Tokens are not a participation in
Moveco and MOV token holders hold no right in
Moveco. MOV Tokens are sold with an intended
future functionality on the ecosystem and platform
to be developed by Moveco and all proceeds
received during the MOV sale may be spent freely
by Move on the development of its business and
platform.

Statements contained in this whitepaper, made
in press releases or in any place accessible by the
public, and oral statements made by Moveco's
directors or employees on behalf of the company
are not statements of historical fact. It constitutes
forward looking statements. Some of these
statements can be identified by the forwardlooking
vocabulary
such
as
“target”,
“anticipate”, “should”, “forecast”, “intend”,
“may”, “plan”, “possible”, “seek”, “potential”,
“aim”, “estimate”, “will” and “would” or other
similar terms. These terms are examples of
The MOV tokens are not intended to constitute forward looking statements and the exclusive
securities in any jurisdiction.
means of identifying forward looking statements.
Estimations, business strategies, plans and
This Whitepaper does not
prospects (including industry’s) and financial
information contained in this Whitepaper
constitute a prospectus or offer
constitutes forecasted statements or information.
document of any sort and is not
These predictions involve both known and
unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause
intended to constitute an offer of
actual events or results to differ materially from
securities or a solicitation for an
the estimates or the results implied.
The whitepaper may contain references to thirdparty data and industry publications. As far as
Moveco is aware, the information reproduced in
this whitepaper is accurate and that its estimates
and assumptions are reasonable. However, there
are no assurances as to the accuracy or
completeness of this information. No
independent verification of any information or
data from third party sources referred to in this
whitepaper has been carried out by Moveco.

investment in securities in any
jurisdiction.

These forward-looking statements involve known
and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors
that may cause the actual future results,
It is not, therefore, composed in accordance with, performance and achievements of Moveco to be
and is not subject to, laws or regulations designed materially different from any future results,
to protect token holder in any jurisdiction. No performance or achievements expected, expressed
promises of future performance or value are or will or implied by such forward-looking statements.
be made with respect to MOV tokens. This
includes no promise of inherent value, no promise These factors include but is not limited to
of continuing payments and no guarantee that changes in political, regulatory, social, economic
MOV tokens will hold any particular value. Unless and stock or cryptocurrency market conditions in
prospective participants fully understand and the countries in which Moveco conducts its
accept the nature of Moveco’s proposed business respective businesses and operations and other
and the potential risks in MOV Tokens, they should factors beyond the control of Moveco.
not participate in Moveco’s Token Sale. MOV
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Vision
Moveco’s vision is to drive a safer, smarter, more efficient, and more affordable mobility future.

Earn as You Move!
Lessen the financial burden of car ownership. Get
rewarded for the miles you drive while helping
build a future of safer & smarter mobility.

The Future of Mobility

Moveco believes car generated data is important
to drive the future of mobility. We however, also
believe that consumers should be rewarded for
the data shared. At Moveco, we look to:
1. Drive the connected car revolution

The future of mobility in cities is multimodal and Gather car generated data to fuel the future of
integrated with a focus on people, instead of on mobility. From using a simple mobile app to
vehicles like it is today. Be it car manufacturers or installing a non-invasive plug and play device into
new mobility companies, everyone is racing the consumer's car, Moveco looks to gather and
towards the future where the vehicle of tomorrow provide insights from mobility data in order to
is believed to be electric, autonomous and build a safer, smarter, more convenient, and more
shared.
efficient future in mobility.
With the greater focus on shared mobility, car
autonomy,
electrification,
and
vehicle
connectivity, the amount of car generated data
will grow exponentially. Car generated data is the
key to making the future of mobility safer and
more convenient, it is also an important factor to
building new mobility services that would save
consumers both time and money.
Car generated data is forecasted to become a
$450 to $750 billion dollar business by 2030,
according to McKinsey & Co.'s "Monetizing Car
Data" report. Data brokerage firms and
automotive OEMs around the world are looking
for ways to collect & monetize your data. Some
of these firms sell consumers' car generated data
to third parties such as insurance companies,
fleet management companies, and car

2. Reward consumers for mobility data shared.
Build a mobility ecosystem and loyalty
program where consumers can earn MOV
tokens and redeem benefits
Consumers will earn MOV tokens depending on
the quality and quantity of mobility data shared.
This could potentially lessen the financial burden
of car ownership while allowing consumers to
contribute to building a more personalized
mobility future. Moveco is working with partners
such as Cove to build a Moveco redemption
platform where MOV tokens can be used. Cove,
a car sharing company invested by InMotion
Ventures, currently uses Moveco’s technology to
gather car generated data. The Land Rover,
INFINITI & Nissan fleet on Cove will be part of
Moveco's redemption platform.

manufacturers.

Google currently uses your personal data
to attract advertisers. Take control and
be rewarded for your data.
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TRENDS IN THE AUTOMOTIVE
& MOBILITY INDUSTRY

Mobility is defined as the
ability to travel from point A to
point B, regardless of mode or
purpose. The entire way we
travel is changing, creating a
new, exciting ecosystem of
personal mobility. This affects
more than just the automotive
industry. Frictionless,
automated, and personalized
travel on demand is the dream
of the future of mobility. Be it
car OEMs or new mobility
companies, everyone is racing
towards the future where the
vehicle of tomorrow is
believed to be shared,
autonomous, and electric.
- Deloitte's "Roadmap for Future of Urban Mobility" report
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New business models are appearing to cater and
adapt to these changes. Car manufacturers are
now rebranding themselves as mobility
companies and new business models such as
ride-hailing (eg. Lyft, Uber, Didi Chuxing, and
Grab), car-sharing (Zipcar, Maven, car2go, and
Moveco's partner Cove), bike sharing (Ofo,
Mobike and obike) are already changing
traditional mobility patterns around the world.
Traditional ownership of cars is changing and
decreasing in cities as millennials look to access
over ownership. The high cost of buying and
maintaining a car, coupled with increasingly
efficient
and
comparatively
affordable
alternatives such as public transport and shared
mobility services, has made car ownership in
cities less attractive.
Apart from shared mobility, technological
innovations in the form of electric vehicles,
vehicle connectivity, and autonomy are poised to
take off. While car sharing and ride-hailing
services are already operating within hundreds of
cities around the world, startups like nuTonomy
(acquired by Delphi) and Zoox are testing doorto-door travel with no human interaction or
interference. Autonomous cars are coming. The
answer to the question of when complete
autonomy will be ready for public use depends
on whom you ask. Responses on timeline often
range from it ranges from 4 to 10 years from now.
It is determined by how soon companies can
gather enough data, and how much risk
companies and the public are willing to take.
Moveco looks to use its technology to drive this
forward – offering regular drivers rewards for the
car generated data they gather and contribute.

MOVECO - DRIVING
THE FUTURE OF MOBILITY
Moveco started out as a
company building telematics,
with the goal to improve the ease
of car sharing through
technology. Moveco launched
Drivebox in 2017, a non-invasive
telematics device that is able to
remotely unlock/lock doors and
read vehicle status in real time
(eg. diagnostic codes and fuel
levels). The technology provides
alerts on driving behavior to
encourage safe driving to lower
risks for car sharing companies.

fleet for the Cove & INFINITI car sharing
partnership in Hong Kong.
While being part of the INFINITI 3.0 Accelerator
program for Cove, Moveco founders gained a
better understanding of the gap in building new
mobility services of the future. Companies such
as car OEMs, new mobility service companies,
and insurance companies are lacking car
generated data to assist them in better
understanding consumers. The future of mobility
is focused on people instead of vehicles.
Through understanding consumers, personalized
mobility can be better achieved.
It is no secret that car generated data is
gathering interest from various stakeholders all
around the world. According to research reports
from McKinsey & Co., car generated data is
estimated to be a $450 to $750 billion dollar
industry by 2030. While OEMs are starting to
collect data through connected cars and data
brokerage firms are monetizing their insights,
consumers that are contributing their data are left
out of the equation. The exchange for data often
lies in the overall promise of the future of mobility
being safer, more convenient, more efficient, and
perhaps more affordable.

Moveco envisions a mobility ecosystem where
consumers receive rewards for data shared. This
is done through MOV tokens. Consumers that
join Moveco's community can earn MOV tokens
according to the quality and quantity of data
Drivebox as a connected car device is unique to shared. Moveco will apply blockchain technology
other car sharing technology as it does not to build a mobility loyalty program & redemption
require rewiring of the car to control the zone where MOV tokens can be used in
unlock/lock and works across different car brands exchange for discounts on gas, parking, car
and models. Moveco partnered with Cove (car washes, and other benefits.
sharing company based in Asia) to build and
refine Drivebox with various automotive brands
and models. It recently worked with Cove to
install Drivebox in not only Cove's Jaguar Land
Rover fleet, but also their INFINITI and Nissan
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BE REWARDED FOR SIMPLY MOVING
Companies like Facebook and Google are
currently “free” to use but they come with a price
tag. This is in the form of our personal data. The
saying goes “If the product is free, you are the
product”. In the words of The Economist,
personal data is the “new oil” and companies are
using data to train algorithms that run new types

of services. Car generated data is important to
building a safer, more efficient, and convenient
mobility future. Moveco looks to create a win-win
situation, in which car generated data can be
collected while consumers are rewarded.

Earn MOV tokens as you MOVE

have also heard of Sweatcoin, a popular new
offer that you can earn through physical activity.
Moveco is similar whereby it looks to reward you
for moving. This could be through driving, using
mobility services, or simply walking. Consumers
are rewarded for the quantity and quality of data
shared.

You may have heard of Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies. You earn tokens by using your
CPU or graphics card to solve complex
computations in hopes of finding the next block
of tokens; this is also known as mining. You may
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Earn while you drive

vehicle sensors. These 200 data points provide
more than 140 viable use cases. These use cases
can be grouped under usage-based insurance,
Moveco's current products Drivebox & Drivebox autonomous vehicles, crash reconstructions,
Lite (device designed for Moveco App) have the mapping services, and other uncharted
ability to read sensor data, track routes, and potentials.
interpret driving behavior. Drivebox is used in car
sharing technology for operational purposes, as Car owners willing to anonymously share their
well as to obtain warnings of dangerous drivers. vehicle and driving data will now be able to earn
MOV tokens as rewards by installing Drivebox
This data is interesting not only for insurance Lite and other partnered telematics devices. Your
companies building scoring systems and risk telematics device can now not only provide you
models, but also companies looking to with diagnostic codes, help you potentially lower
manufacture autonomous vehicles.
your premium on your insurance but it can also
earn you some MOV tokens. For individuals who
Blockchain technology may allow individuals to currently own their own cars, we hope to offset
securely and anonymously share and monetize some of the expenses of vehicle ownership and
driving information. This is a similar concept to maintenance with MOV tokens.
the blockchain initiative that creates digital
property rights in the music industry ("The Open
How else can you earn MOV
Music Initiative").
Modern vehicles are increasingly aware of their
environment through onboard sensors. They are
also increasingly connected to the cloud,
roadway infrastructure, and other vehicles, all of
which generate massive amounts of useful data.
Blockchain technology can create opportunities
to share driving data for autonomous testing,
while rewarding consumers through MOV tokens.
There are varying degrees of data that are
interesting to the future of autonomous and new
mobility services. Some require the download of
just the Moveco App or the installation of
Drivebox Lite, while some may require the
installation of more technologically advanced
telematics hardware. Consumers will be
rewarded with MOV tokens based on the value
of the data.

tokens?

Moveco understands that self-driving is not the
only way people move. Mobility is multi-modal.
You may choose to walk to work today, take
public transport home, use Uber for a business
meeting, and drive during the weekend. We want
to be able to reward you for all the various ways
you move.
MOV tokens will be earned based on a pricing
model. The prices will differ depending on the
kind of data provided and how much of it is
provided.

In addition to those who participate in ridehailing and car or bike sharing, there will still be
consumers who desire owning their own vehicles.
Before the full arrival of autonomous driving,
Moveco looks to reward drivers who provide data
through the connected car of today, which can
generate information from at least 200 different
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THREE MAIN LEVELS OF REWARD

Level 1
General mobility data
User – Download the Moveco app and let it run in
the background. Moveco will collect your general
mobility data and anonymously send it to Moveco’s
network.

Level 2
Driving behavior data
User - Install Drivebox Lite (or other telematics
devices by Moveco and our technology partners) to
track driving behavior as well as gather car status
and location data.
This technology gives you real-time diagnostic
codes of your car and can be used with partnered
insurance companies to lower your premiums,
giving you instant benefits.

Level 3
Autonomous driving data
User – Install more technologically advanced
hardware from one of our partners. This includes
but is not limited to Lidar technology, currently
already used in training autonomous vehicles
around the world.
Users will be rewarded based on how they are
participating and are not limited to participating in
only one way.
There will be a limit to how many tokens you can
earn each day and this will be used on the Moveco
redemption platform and the Moveco loyalty
program.
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MOVECO PARTNER LOYALTY
PROGRAMS & REDEMPTION ZONE
Where and how can the MOV
tokens be used by
consumers?
1. As payment discounts with Moveco's
partners
Moveco looks to partner with various parties
in the mobility ecosystem to take MOV
tokens as payment, exchange, or discount
for the services or products provided.
Partners
Cove, a car sharing platform in Asia, will be
the first partner to take MOV tokens as
discounts.
In addition to supplying Cove with the
technology required for remotely accessing
the car doors and reading driving behavior
of their customers, Moveco has teamed up
with Cove to provide an integrated payment
channel.
The MOV tokens would be used in the
discount system and will first earn a special
rate on Cove's B2C platform. This would be
done no later than 3 months after the token
sale.
Moveco is in talks with other companies
providing shared mobility services. This
extends outside of car sharing, as we look to
bike sharing and other mobility related
innovations.
Moveco looks to work with other partners to
join our Moveco Loyalty Program and to
offer rewards to current, potential, and
targeted customers:
Mobility related partners targeted include but
are not limited to:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New mobility services (eg. Car sharing,
ride-hailing, bike sharing)
Car manufacturers (OEMs)
Car servicing companies
Auto parts suppliers
Oil and Gas companies
Electric vehicle charging companies
Insurance companies

2. Moveco Redemption Platform
Without integrating MOV tokens as payment
options, other partners can be part of our
Redemption Zone by offering discounts to our
users. Consumers will use MOV tokens in
exchange of unlocking these discounts.
Discounts will be applied via discount codes or
QR codes used commonly by these partners.
Partners can gain exposure and reach users
by offering discounts on our platform.
Partners can also receive part of the MOV
tokens paid by consumers to unlock
discounts and benefits.
3. Moveco partnered loyalty programs
Fast tracking the redemption outlets for
MOV tokens
There are countless of loyalty programs
across various industries, with many in the
travel sector such as Asia Miles, Krisflyer,
and Marriott Hotel Rewards whereby
consumers can exchange points / miles for a
flight or an experience like VIP tickets to the
F1 Singapore Grand Prix.
Moveco is in talks with existing loyalty
programs to offer our Moveco users
benefits to partners as soon as possible by
having MOV tokens be exchanged for other
loyalty program points.

MOVECO FOR CORPORATES
(DATA USERS & DATA PROVIDERS)

Moveco will collect, normalize, anonymize, and
process car generated data to protect privacy
and maintain consent. This data can only then be
available on our Moveco Data Hub or Insights
Portal to be used to drive innovation in the
mobility industry.
Moveco’s potential customers include:
! New mobility services (eg. Car sharing,
ride-hailing, bike sharing)
! Smart Cities
! Safety and Emergency services
! Retailers
! Car manufacturers (OEMs)
! Car servicing companies
! Auto parts suppliers
! Oil and Gas companies
! Electric vehicle charging companies
! Insurance companies
Moveco will also provide to corporate customers
the service of interpreting the collected data and
turning it into useful, actionable insights.
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HOW WOULD MOVECO WORK FOR
OUR CORPORATE CUSTOMERS AS
DATA USERS AND PROVIDERS?
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MOVECO DATA HUB & MOVECO
INSIGHTS PLATFORM

Moveco Data Hub & Insights Platform will
package car generated data parameters into
various data packages. Corporate customers can
subscribe to the data packages to receive
anonymized car generated data based on
the criteria they are interested in. They can also
obtain reports, analytics, and other tailored
insights for their specific requirements.
All data will be anonymized and no VIN numbers
and vehicle or personal identification information
will be provided to our corporate partners.
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THE IMPORTANCE
OF CAR GENERATED DATA
The modern car is equipped with more than 100
sensors, collecting data from driving behavior to
vehicle status. Apart from phones and computers,
artificial intelligence and big data will make
vehicles some of the most important windows into
the habits of consumers. A report by McKinsey &
Co. in 2016 estimates car generated data could
become a $450 to $750 billion dollar business by
2030.
As detailed in the McKinsey report "Monetizing
car data", there are four main trends
behind the explosion in car data availability and
its increasing potential to be monetized. The
future of cars is moving towards being electric,
shared, connected, and autonomous.

These trends will define new
mobility businesses. Dataenabled services and features
will become increasingly
important, available, and
relevant for customers.

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Automotive%20and%20Assembly/Our%20Insights/Monetizing%20car
%20data/Monetizing-car-data.ashx
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Perspective of consumers
Per the Mckinsey & Co report, data-enabled
services and features will become increasingly
important, available, and relevant for customers.
Across geographies, nearly two-thirds of
consumers saw the various car data use cases as
personally relevant, and more than three-fourths
deemed them useful. Younger customers appear
to be significantly more open to the adoption of
data-enabled features and services in cars than
customers over 50 years of age, and frequent
travelers (those spending more than 20 hours per
week in the car) are almost twice as likely to
adopt them than occasional drivers.

As highlighted in the Mckinsey & Co report, the
first challenge on the path towards car data
monetization is communicating to the end
consumers exactly what is in it for them. The
exchange of data for benefits lies at the very
heart of the value creation process related to car
data. Benefits for consumers typically fall into
four broad categories: safety, convenience, time
savings, and cost reduction. Across geographies,
consumers appear receptive to sharing data
especially if it leads to time-saving and improved
experiences.
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Moveco looks to add a 5th benefit through
providing more direct rewards to consumers for
data shared. At Moveco, we believe consumers
should have a share of the monetization of their
data. We do so by adding a 5th category:
rewarding consumer with MOV tokens that can
then be used on Moveco partnered loyalty
programs and redemption platforms. MOV
tokens, unlike typical loyalty points, do not
expire.
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As mobility is not confined to only private cars,
Moveco looks to encourage mobility data
sharing for users that bike, walk, or rely on other
forms of transportation in our future roadmap. By
gaining better understanding the needs of the
consumers, the mobility industry as a whole
could derive better solutions to meet those
needs.

MOVECO MARKETING PLATFORM
One of the key reasons why car generated data

is crucial is the ability to use the data to create
personalized mobility experiences. Moveco looks
to provide a platform, in the form of our Moveco
App, where partners can provide personalized,
targeted offerings to our users.

Why is this interesting for
car manufacturers and our
other partners?
Car manufacturers are one of the key spending
leaders in advertising. According to Deloitte Digital, in 2015, GM ranked third just after Procter
& Gamble Co. and AT&T, spending $2.68 billion
dollars in advertising. In the US alone, total
automotive marketing spend is about $35 billion
per year and climbing. About 10% of automotive
sales revenue is consumed by marketing
expenses. Two-thirds of the money is spent on
variable marketing (ie. purchase incentives) and
the rest are fixed (traditional advertising and
digital marketing).
Car manufacturers promotion tactics are
ineffective, costly and outdated. Due to the
reliance of the traditional dealership model, one
of the biggest underlying challenges for them is
to understand the exact link between actions and
results. Being able to measure success of
marketing dollars spent is critical but difficult to
understand for a car manufacturer.
With Moveco, we hope to assist car
manufacturers in harnessing the power of data
and analytics to drive growth and improve
customer experience. Through tapping into the

Moveco App, car manufacturers can understand
the needs of their customers better and provide
them with more personalized offers.
Using data and analysis tools, car manufacturers
can understand individual customer moments,
which helps marketers deliver the right content
and messaging across the entire purchase cycle.
This is especially important now that the
purchase cycle is no longer linear as consumers
engage on multiple platforms and media.
Through the various customer moments,
marketers have endless opportunities to
influence preferences and decision making
based on understanding of consumer needs and
desires.
As automotive sales descend from their record
highs, marketers must find new ways to grow or
at least maintain sales volume and margins.
Marketing opportunities in the automotive
industry do not end when a consumer buys a car.
By 2020, 90% of cars are estimated to be
connected. This constant connectivity presents
opportunities for marketers to reach consumers
in new ways. In addition, in-car marketing such as
offering MOV tokens that can be used as official
aftercare shop discounts is one way
manufacturers can retain customers.
Moveco aims to replace traditional marketing
with more personalized, direct, and efficient
marketing, which will drive prices down and
effectively facilitate direct interaction between
manufacturer and consumer.

http://adage.com/article/deloitte-digital/automotive-marketing-shifting-gears-a-slowing-market/310392/
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USING BLOCKCHAIN TO DRIVE MOVECO
What is blockchain?
The future of the internet involves decentralized,
efficient, inclusive, and global ecosystems such
as the Bitcoin and Ethereum digital currency
networks. Both use blockchain shared-database
technology as their underpinnings. It works
with linked databases that update digital ledgers
unceasingly.

marketplaces where supply and demand sides
can engage in trusted trading transactions,
according to various business rules without the
need of a central brokerage entity. Consequently,
the same way online marketplaces disrupted
many traditional brick and mortar businesses,
blockchain and smart contracts will give birth to
new kinds of peer-to-peer marketplaces that will
unsettle the current ones.

Blockchain transactions are irreversible and
immutable. Blockchain permits the secure How is Moveco using
transfer of digital assets directly from point to blockchain to power our
point, without the need for a trusted mission?
intermediary. Leveraging its decentralization
paradigm, blockchain technology has the Since all interactions between the users and the
potential to solve many trust requirements that blockchain would be immutable and irreversible,
today burden a lot of business processes and the interaction records between users and our
interactions. This is why blockchain’s potential for redemption partners can be used to understand
disruption and the reduction of costs is the user behaviors in an anonymous fashion.
enormous.
Blockchain can be used to managing the digital
identity of users when it relates to mobility.
According to Smith & Crown, a specialist Digital identity is critical to many businesses and
blockchain analyst firm, in 2017 alone, social transactions. Traditional identity systems
approximately $1.8 billion dollars had been are costly, disjointed, and fallible. They hinder
invested in blockchain startups. Corporates from innovation and customer experience. The
various industries are now investing and looking distributed trust model is a new way of managing
into utilizing blockchain in their business.
identities that cannot be compromised.
The points of interaction could include gas
What are smart contracts?
stations, token redemption zones, purchasing or
claiming insurance, and auto repairs, etc. Moveco
Smart contracts are self- executing contracts with will strive to develop more partnerships in the
the terms of the agreement between buyer and mobility space. If we could monetize anonymous
seller being directly written into lines of code. data collected with corporates such as insurance
The code and the agreements contained therein companies, city mapping services, and car
exist across a distributed, decentralized manufacturers, Moveco could provide token
blockchain network. Smart contracts permit aidrops to data contributors through the
trusted transactions and agreements to be blockchain records.
carried out among disparate, anonymous parties
with the need for a central authority, legal system,
or external enforcement mechanism. They render
transactions
traceable,
transparent
and
irreversible.
Blockchain and smart contracts provide the tools
and framework to create a new generation of
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Moveco Data Contribution
Protocol and Dynamics
Moveco Data Contribution Protocol (MDCP) is a
reward mechanism for the users who contribute
their mobility data to the system. The concept of
MDCP is similar to the mining concept of
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin in a way that users
can earn MOV tokens at a regular time interval.
By design, 60% of the total MOV token supply
(equivalent to 600 million MOV) will be reserved
for the rewarding pool. Block time is initially set
at 86,400 seconds (24 hours) and block reward at
60,000 MOV with a tiering structure subject to the
nature of the data. The intention of the tiering
reward structure is to incentivize users to procure
higher end sensor equipment and devices that
would help Moveco to collect more valuable data
to push for autonomous driving and a safer
future.
Block time (seconds)

86,400

Total block reward (MOV)

60,000

Level 3 (Autonomous Driving data)

30,000

Level 2 (Driving behaviour data)

20,000

Level 1 (General mobility data)

10,000

Total MOV reward per block

60,000

From a MOV data contributor perspective
(Miners), their MOV rewards would be subjected
to the data nature (level 1, 2 or 3) and the
respective amount of valid data in bytes against
total data (of the same type) collected within the
same period:

submission. machine learning process and
MovNet will improve itself and its accuracy
through machine learning, when more data
points are collected. The Moveco dev team will
work
towards
open-sourcing
MovNet
implementation when we achieve more stable
results as we believe the whole validation process
should be transparent to the Moveco community.

A Practical Example of
Mining process:
Assuming Macy, a Moveco user, drives her car
from San Francisco to Los Angeles (620-kilometer
route). It would normally take her around 6 hours
to arrive on a very good-traffic day. Assuming
each data point size is around 200 bytes for level
1 data (using just Moveco App), the journey will
submit:
6 hours x 3600 seconds x 200 bytes = 4.32 MB
of data.
Assuming after the data processing via MovNet
and after a returned verification coefficient of
0.998 (99.8% valid) and total valid level 1 data of
that day is 4GB, then Macy will be able get:

MOV Token mined =

4.32 × 0.998
× 10,000 MOV = 10.7784 MOV
4000

10.78 MOV tokens are mined and Macy can use
the tokens to redeem benefits in the redemption
platform.

Mining Rewards (MR) =
data contributed (Dc) × validation coefficient (V)
total tier valid data contributed (TDc)

× Respective Block Rewards (RBR)

In order to minimize the collection of useless data
or spam data, MDCP introduces a validation
coefficient (V) to rate and validate the mobility
data submitted. The validation coefficient has a
range [0,1]. Calculation of the validation
coefficient will be done by our proprietary
validation engine MovNet, which is a neural
network that is pre-trained to validate trip and
route data and identify inconsistent data
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Moveco
Privacy

Architecture

and behaviors to use for training autonomous driving,

Moveco is a unique ecosystem that would link
different mobility stakeholders and consumers
together and provide value to tokens. Rather
than reinventing the wheels, core components of
Moveco would evolve continuously starting with
combining several sets of key technologies.
The original Moveco will be built on Stellar
Network given its reliability and long history in
the blockchain space. With MOV being the
transaction token in the mobility space in mind,
our team thinks that building our ecosystem on
Stellar is a natural choice for its payment
network, speed, and low transaction cost. While
transaction level data will be built on top of
Stellar, it would also make sense for us to build
the rewarding mechanism, MDCP with Stellar as
we would be regularly distributing tokens (daily)
to our data contributors.
On the data component, data collected from
users will first be encrypted with Moveco’s
public key to ensure user’s privacy and be
submitted to Moveco server.
Encrypted data received from Moveco server will
pipeline for validation by MovNet. The data will
then be appended with the validation coefficient,
uploaded to IPFS for distributed storage, and
returned with the file hash. In the future, we look
to potentially reward Moveco users in Mov
tokens when data is consumed by our data users.

Data privacy is crucial
In Moveco, we truly respect the privacy of data
submitted by Moveco’s users. Data is processed
in a secure manner using state-of-the-art
encryption technologies. IP address from the
data contributor will be used for part of the
validation process and will then be scraped
during the IPFS upload process. Insights and
data reports that we produce will ensure that
data is anonymized and only processed or
aggregated data is used. When data consumers
pay for the access of trip data to study driving
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information related to the originator (including
wallet address) will be masked and Moveco
would never share information regarding the
originator to any third party.

Data is sensitive yet it can also open doors to
many new applications and services that can
improve safety and convenience. Moveco’s data
platform will adhere to strict privacy and security
rules and regulations while pushing for
improvements in mobility.

“Data is sensitive yet it can open
the door to improvements in
safety and reliability. At Moveco,
we truly respect the privacy of
data submitted by Moveco’s
users

and

will

adhere

to

comprehensive global standards
when managing data ”

Q1 2018 MAR
- Started development of Moveco pilot app
(to be tested with controlled amount of
users)

ROADMAPS

Q2 2018 MAR
- Launch of Private token sale
- Integrate with Cove’s payment channels
- Built partnerships with potential data users

Q1 2017
- Moveco’s founders Lawrence & XT raised
funding for Cove from InMotion Ventures
(Jaguar Land Rover’s investment arm)

Q2 2018 APR
- Launch of Pre-sale to Corporate partners
- Launch of redemption platform for pilot
- Launch of pilot app

Q2 2017
- Developed technology device Drivebox V1.
Drivebox was tested & installed in Jaguar
and Land Rover vehicles through Cove

Q3 May & June
- Expand team (key roles - data scientists,
business development manager & developers)

Q3 2017
Q4 2018
- Worked with largest dealership in HK to
test Drivebox in various brands of cars
eg. INFINITI & Nissan

- Release of V1 of Full Moveco App to
public

- Started building data insights through
Cove / Began engaging corporate customers interested in Drivebox

Q2 2019
- Launch of Moveco Data Hub
- Expand partnerships in Asia

Q4 2017
- Lawrence & XT joined the INFINITI 3.0 accelerator program in Hong Kong and worked
closely to develop our technologies through
Cove

Q1 2018 JAN - FEB

Q3 2019
- Launch of Moveco Data Insights platform

Q4 2019

- Began partnership building for Moveco

- Expand partnerships & team outside of

app (Mobility corporates & redemption

Asia

platform partners)
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TOKEN SPECIFICATIONS
The primary purpose of the token is to kickstart token distribution and to support Moveco in
developing technologies that will contribute to building the future of mobility. Bonuses will be
provided to early token holders with a short lockout period after the sale to encourage stability.
SYMBOL: MOV
Role: A utility token to be used by Consumers on Moveco’s redemption platform and loyalty partners
Corporates on the data hub, data insights platform or the ad inventory within the Moveco App

Total Supply

1,000,000,000
MOV tokens

Softcap
Hardcap

$5,000,000 USD
$20,000,000 USD

Accepted
Payments

ETH, ZEN and XLM

Private Pre-sale

End of May 2018

Sale Amount

180,000,000 MOV

Corporate Sale

End of May 2018

(with bonus)

Crowd Sale

June 1st to July 1st

est $0.15
5 USD
<> 1 MOV

Token
Contract Address

To be announced

Exchange
Rate

*Note that these dates are subject to change

TOKEN allocations

Use of Funds

!"

core Team

XT KHAW

lawrence hui

Kirk yip

CEO & CO-FOUNDER

CTO & CO-FOUNDER

CO-FOUNDER

CEO of Cove

Ex-Management Consultant ｜Ex-Auditor

CTO of Cove

10+ years in Asset Management & Investment

Serial Entrepreneur｜Ex-Derivatives Trader

Ex Mirae Asset & Value Partners｜ PhD holder

michele li

ANTHONY WONG

SCOTTIE SIU

HEAD OF SALES & MARKETING

TOKEN ECONOMIST

QUANTITATIVE STRATEGIST

Business Development Lead

Ex JP Morgan Sales & Trading

Ex Hedge Funds

Entrepreneur｜PR Executive

HBA, Richard Ivey School of Business

Algo Trading

macy wong

shinya mizuno

HEAD OF DESIGN

RESEARCH ANALYST

Multi-media Designer

Entrepreneur ｜Cryptocurrencies KOL

Budding Entrepreneur

Crypto-enthusiast ｜ Avid Golfer

anthony tsang
FULL STACK ENGINEER
Automotive Hardware Specialist
Tech Geek｜ Hung Ga Coach
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advisors

sam cropper

Jane lippencotT

elsa chandra

Partner at InMotion Ventures

Co-founder of ZEN

Serial Entrepreneur in Mobility ｜Investor

Co-founder of Aleph & Cmerce

Investment Professional at Velos Partners

Board of NextGen Women’s Network

Management Consultant｜ PE Analyst

rUby lam

ADRIAN LAI

dREY NG

Head of Communications at Lai Sun Group

ICO Lead at Orichal Partners

Head of Research at Orichal Partners

Director at Standard Chartered Bank

Ex BlackRock

Ex HSBC and Ex-Deutsche Bank Sales

Principal Anchor at TVB & Now TV

FinTech Speaker & Trainer

Bachelor of Science in Quantitative Finance
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ADDITIONAL DISCLAIMER
The Moveco Tokens does not constitute securities of any form, units in any business trust, units in
a collective investment scheme or any other form of investment/s in any jurisdiction. Further, This
Whitepaper does not intent to be considered as prospectus or offer document of any sort and it is
not intended to constitute an offer of securities of any form, units in a business trust, units in a collective investment scheme or any other form of investment, or a solicitation for any form of investment in any jurisdiction.
This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion or any advice to acquire, sell, or
any solicitation of any offer by Token Issuer to acquire any Moveco Tokens nor shall it or any part
of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any
contract or investment decision.
The proceeds from the sale of the Moveco Tokens will be deployed to support the research and
development of the Moveco, marketing and market expansion outside of Singapore, and legal
and compliance expenses.
Any agreement as between the Participant and Token Issuer in the Token Sale of the MOV Tokens
by the Token Issuer, and in relation to any purchase of MOV Tokens is to be governed by only a
separate document setting out the terms and conditions (the “Token Sale Terms”) of such agreement. In the event of any inconsistencies between the Token Sale Terms and this Whitepaper, the
former shall prevail.
A contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the acquisition of MOV Tokens cannot be
entered by any person and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the
basis of this Whitepaper.
PLEASE NOTE THAT YOU ARE NOT ELIGIBLE AND YOU ARE NOT TO PURCHASE ANY TOKENS
IN THE TOKEN SALE IF: (A) YOU ARE LOCATED IN THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA OR IF
YOU ARE A CITIZEN OR RESIDENT (TAX OR OTHERWISE) OF, OR DOMICILED IN, THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA; (B) YOU ARE LOCATED IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OR IF
YOU ARE A CITIZEN, RESIDENT (TAX OR OTHERWISE) OR GREEN CARD HOLDER OF, OR
DOMICILED IN, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; OR (C) SUCH TOKEN SALE IS PROHIBITED,
RESTRICTED OR UNAUTHORIZED IN ANY FORM OR MANNER WHETHER IN FULL OR IN PART
UNDER THE LAWS, REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS OR RULES IN ANY JURISDICTION APPLICABLE TO YOU, AT THE TIME OF YOUR INTENDED PURCHASE OR PURCHASE OF THE MOVECO
TOKENS IN THE TOKEN SALE.
Contents of this whitepaper is not examined by any regulatory authority or approved of any of the
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information set out herein. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this
Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been
complied with.
There are risks and uncertainties associated with the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates and their respective business and operations. This Whitepaper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must
not be taken or transmitted to any country where distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper
is prohibited or restricted.
No part of this Whitepaper is to be reproduced, distributed or disseminated without including this
section.

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
Any representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper, is not disclaimed by the Token
Issuer and not even by any of the affilliates.
By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this Whitepaper or such part
thereof (as the case may be), you represent and warrant to the Token Issuer as follows:
(a) You agree and acknowledge that MOV Tokens do not constitute securities of any form, units in
a business trust, units in a collective investment scheme or any other form of investment in any jurisdiction
(b) You are not:
(i) located in the People’s Republic of China or a citizen or resident (tax or otherwise) of, or domiciled in, the People’s Republic of China;
(ii) located in the United States of America or a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) or green card
holder of, or domiciled in, the United States of America; or
(iii) located in a jurisdiction where the Token Sale is prohibited, restricted or unauthorized in any
form or manner whether in full or in part under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules in such
jurisdiction;
(c) You agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer
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document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities of any form, units in a
business trust, units in a collective investment scheme or any other form of investment in any jurisdiction, or a solicitation for any form of investment, and you are not bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be
accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper;
(d) You acknowledge and understand that MOV Tokens are not to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as enabling, or according any opportunity to, token holders to participate in or receive profits, income, or other payments or returns arising from or in connection with the MOV
Tokens or the proceeds of the Token Sale, or to receive sums paid out of such profits, income, or
other payments or returns;
(e) You agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or approved of the information set out in this Whitepaper, no action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the publication, distribution or dissemination of
this Whitepaper to you does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules
have been complied with;
(f) You agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the completion of the
Token Sale, or future trading of MOV Tokens on any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not be construed, interpreted or deemed by you as an indication of the merits of the Token Issuer and/or its
affiliates
(g) The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy thereof, or
acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations
or rules in your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you
have observed and complied with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to
the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates;
(h) You agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to acquire any MOV Tokens are
not to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as:
(i) any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency;
(ii)debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity;
(iii)rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares;
(iv) rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or pretended
purpose of which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss;
(v) units in a collective investment scheme;
(vi)units in a business trust;
(vii)derivatives of units in a business trust;
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(viii)any form of investment; or
(ix)any insurance policy;
(i) you are legally permitted to participate in the Token Sale and all actions contemplated or associated with such participation, including the holding and use of MOV Tokens;
(j) the amounts that you use to acquire the MOV Tokens were not and are not directly or indirectly
derived from any activities that contravene the laws and regulations of any jurisdiction, including
anti-money laundering laws and regulations;
(k) if you are a natural person, you are of sufficient age and capacity under the applicable laws of
the jurisdiction in which you reside and the jurisdiction of which you are a citizen to participate in
the Token Sale;
(l)You are not obtaining or using MOV Tokens for any illegal purpose;
(m)You have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, transmission mechanisms and other material characteristics of cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain
technology, and smart contract technology;
(n)You are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase any MOV Tokens, there are risks associated with the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates and their respective business and operations, the Token Sale, and the MOV Tokens and in particular, that the Token Issuer
and its business and operations are not regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore
(“MAS”);
(o)You bear the sole responsibility to determine what tax implications a purchase of MOV Tokens
may have for you and agree not to hold the Token Issuer, its affiliates and/or any other person involved in the Token Sale liable for any tax liability associated with or arising therefrom;
(p)You agree and acknowledge that neither the Token Issuer nor its affiliates are not liable for any
direct, indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or
otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data),
arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part
thereof by you;
(q)You waive the right to participate in a class action lawsuit or a class wide arbitration against the
Token Issuer, its affiliates and/or any person involved in the Token Sale and/or with the creation
and distribution of MOV Tokens; and
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(r)All of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and non- misleading from the time of your access to and/or acceptance of possession this Whitepaper or such part
thereof (as the case may be).
LIABILITY DISCLAIMER
The Token Issuer and its affiliates shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss
of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you.

TERMS USED
Words importing the singular shall, where applicable, include the plural and vice versa and words
importing the masculine gender shall, where applicable, include the feminine and neuter genders
and vice versa. References to persons shall include corporations as well.
These descriptions and assigned meanings should not be treated as being definitive of their
meanings and may not correspond to standard industry meanings or usage.

IN REGARDS TO ADVICE
Information in this Whitepaper should not be considered to be business, legal, financial or tax advice regarding the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates, the MOV Tokens, the Token Sale, or Moveco. It
is highly advised that one (you) should consult your own legal, financial, tax or other professional
adviser regarding the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates and their respective business and operations, the MOV Tokens, the Token Sale, and Moveco. You should be aware that you may be required to bear the financial risk of any purchase of MOV Tokens for an indefinite period of time.

THIRD PARTY INFORMATION AND CONSENT
This Whitepaper is not liable for Third Party Information and includes information obtained from
various third party sources (“Third Party Information”). While reasonable action has been taken to
ensure that Third Party Information has been included in their proper form and context, neither
the Token Issuer nor its directors, executive officers, and employees acting on their behalf, has in27

dependently verified the accuracy, reliability, completeness of the contents, or ascertained any applicable underlying assumption, of the relevant Third Party Information. Consequently, neither the
Token Issuer nor its directors, executive officers and employees acting on their behalf makes any
representation or warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of such information and
shall not be obliged to provide any updates on the same.
RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES
Risk and uncertainties of Prospective purchasers of MOV Tokens should carefully considered and
evaluated in terms of the Token Issuer and its affiliates and their respective business and operations, the MOV Tokens, the Token Sale, and Moveco, all information set out in this Whitepaper
and the Token Sale Terms prior to any purchase of the MOV Tokens.

RESTRICTIONS ON CIRCULATION OR USAGE OF THIS WHITE PAPER.
Persons to whom a copy of this Whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who otherwise have the Whitepaper in their possession shall not circulate it to any other
persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute this Whitepaper or any information contained herein
for any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the same to occur.
The circulation or to say distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may
be prohibited or restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements, and rules of any jurisdiction. In
the case where any restriction applies, you are to inform yourself about, and to observe, any restrictions which are applicable to your possession of this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the
case may be) at your own expense and without liability to the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates.
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RISK FACTORS
RISKS OF TOKEN SALE IN RELATION PARTICIPATION
High degree of risk is involved in Investments in startups such as the Token Issuer and its affiliates.
Unexpected problems are experienced in startup in areas of general management, product development, marketing, financing, and such problems cannot be solved frequently. Significant Financial and
operating risks confronting startups and the Token Issuer, and its affiliates are very volatile and risky.
Forced Cessation of operation by the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates.
High possibilities prevails by the Moveco or any of its affiliates may cease the operation due to any
number of reasons, including, but not limited to, an unfavorable fluctuation in the value of cryptographic and fiat currencies, the inability by the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates to establish the Moveco
or the MOV tokens ' utility, the failure of commercial relationships, or intellectual property ownership
challenges, the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates may no longer be viable to operate and Token Issuer
and/or its affiliates may dissolve or take actions that result in a dissolution of Token Issuer and/or its affiliates.
Adverse Tax consequences on purchasers upon certain future events on token sale term, the purchase
rights contained therein and token rights, may occur.
Each purchaser must seek its own tax advice as the tax characterization of the Token Sale Terms and
the MOV tokens is uncertain. Each purchaser should consult with and must rely upon the advice of its
own professional tax advisors with respect tax treatment of an investment in the MOV tokens pursuant
to the Token Sale Terms. An investment pursuant to the Token Sale Terms and the purchase of MOV
tokens pursuant thereto may result in adverse tax consequences to the purchaser, including withholding taxes, income taxes and tax reporting requirements.
Token sale may not result in an active or liquid market for the token as there is no prior market for
MOV tokens.
If the MOV tokens are traded on a cryptocurrency exchange, there is no assurance that an active or liquid trading market for the MOV tokens will develop or if developed or be sustained after the MOV tokens have been made available for trading on such cryptocurrency exchange. Prior to the Token Sale,
there has been no public market for the MOV tokens. There is also no assurance that the market price
of the MOV tokens will not decline below the consideration at which the purchaser acquired the MOV
tokens at. Such purchase consideration may not be indicative of the market price of the MOV tokens
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after they have been made available for trading on a cryptocurrency exchange.
A MOV Token is not a currency issued by any central bank or national, supra- national or quasi-national organization, nor is it backed by any hard assets or other credit. Accordingly, the Token Issuer cannot ensure that there will be any demand or market for MOV tokens, or that the purchase
consideration is indicative of the market price of MOV tokens after they have been made available
for trading on a cryptocurrency exchange. The Token Issuer is not responsible for nor does it pursue the circulation and trading of MOV tokens on the market. Trading of MOV tokens merely depends on the consensus on its value between the relevant market participants, and no one is
obliged to purchase any Moveco Token from any holder of the Moveco Token, nor does anyone
guarantee the liquidity or market price of MOV tokens to any extent at any time.
Material and Adverse Effects on Future sales of the MOV tokens and the market price of MOV tokens and Negative Publicity.
The sale or distribution of a significant number of MOV tokens outside of the Token Sale, or the
perception that such further sales or issuance may occur, could adversely affect the trading price
of the MOV tokens. Any future sale of the MOV tokens would increase the supply of MOV tokens
in the market and this may result in a downward price pressure on the Moveco Token.
Negative publicity involving (a) the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates; (b) the Moveco; (c) the MOV
tokens; or (d) any of the key personnel of the Token Issuer and/or its Affiliates, may materially and
adversely affect the market perception or market price of the MOV tokens, whether such publicity
is justified.
No Assurance of any success of Moveco
There is no assurance that the cryptocurrencies raised in the token sale will be sufficient for the development and integration of Moveco even the Token Issuer has made every effort to provide a realistic estimate for the foregoing or any other reason, the development and integration of the
Moveco may not be completed and there is no assurance that it will be launched at all. As such,
distributed MOV tokens may hold little worth or value, and this would impact its trading price.
The Moveco has not been fully developed, finalized and integrated and is subject to further
changes, updates and adjustments prior to its launch. Such changes may result in unexpected and
unforeseen effects on its projected appeal to users, and hence impact its success the value of, and
demand for, the MOV tokens hinges heavily on the performance of the Moveco. There is no assurance that the Moveco will gain traction after its launch and achieve any commercial success.
Fluctuations may happen in the trading price of the MOV tokens following the Token Sale
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The prices of cryptographic tokens in general tend to be relatively volatile, and can fluctuate significantly over short periods of time. The demand for, and corresponding the market price of, the
MOV tokens may fluctuate significantly and rapidly in response to, among others, the following
factors, some of which are beyond the control of the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates:
(a) analysts’ speculations, recommendations, perceptions or estimates of the Moveco Token’s market price or the Token Issuer’s and/or its affiliates financial and business performance;
(b) new technical innovations;
(c) changes in market valuations and token prices of entities with operations like that of the Token
Issuer and/or its affiliates that may be made available for sale and purchase on the same cryptocurrency exchanges as the MOV tokens;
(d) fluctuations in market prices and trading volume of cryptocurrencies on cryptocurrency exchanges;
(e) announcements by the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates of significant events, for example partnerships, sponsorships, new product developments;
(f) additions or departures of key personnel of the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates;
(g) changes in conditions affecting the blockchain or financial technology industry, the general
economic conditions or market sentiments, or other events or factors.

(h) success or failure of the management of the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates in implementing
business and growth strategies;

WALLET RELATED RISKS
Access and possession of the MOV tokens may be affected by the loss or compromise of information relating to your Wallet
The Wallet or Wallet service provider may not be technically compatible with the MOV tokens
which may result in the delivery of MOV tokens being unsuccessful or affect your access to such
MOV tokens.
For purposes of receipt of your MOV tokens, you are to establish and maintain access to a cryptocurrency wallet (“Wallet”). Your access to the MOV tokens in the Wallet depends on, among
other things, the safeguards to the information to such Wallet, including but not limited to the
user account information, address, private key and password. If any of the foregoing is lost or compromised, your access to the Wallet may be curtailed and thereby adversely affecting your access
and possession to the MOV tokens, including such MOV tokens being unrecoverable and permanently lost.
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RISKS RELATING TO THE TOKEN ISSUER AND ITS AFFILIATES

System failures, unplanned interruptions in its network or services, hardware or software defects,
security breaches or other causes that could adversely affect The Token Issuer and/or its affiliates
and/or the Moveco
Occurrences of hacks, cyber-attacks, mining attacks (including but not limited to double-spend attacks, majority mining power attacks and “selfish-mining” attacks), distributed denials of service or
errors, vulnerabilities or defects in the Moveco, the MOV tokens , the Wallet or any technology (including but not limited to smart contract technology) on which the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates
, the Moveco, the MOV tokens and the Wallet relies or on the Ethereum blockchain or any other
blockchain. Such events may include, for example, flaws in programming or source code leading
to exploitation or abuse thereof. The Token Issuer and/or its affiliates may not be able to detect
such hacks, mining attacks (including but not limited to double-spend attacks, majority mining
power attacks and “selfish-mining” attacks), cyber-attacks, distributed denials of service errors vulnerabilities or defects in a timely manner, and may not have sufficient resources to efficiently cope
with multiple service incidents happening simultaneously or in rapid succession.
The Token Issuer and its affiliates may also be prone to attacks on their respective infrastructure intended to steal information about their respective technology, financial data or user information or
take other actions that would be damaging to the Token Issuer, its affiliates and users of the
Moveco. Any significant breach of the Token Issuer’s and/or its affiliates’ intended security measures or other disruptions resulting in a compromise of the usability, stability and security of the
Token Issuer’s and/or its affiliates’ network or services (including the Moveco) may adversely affect
the trading price of the MOV tokens.
The Token Issuer’s and/or its affiliates’ respective network or services, which would include the
Moveco, could be disrupted by numerous events, including natural disasters, equipment breakdown, network connectivity downtime, power losses, or even intentional disruptions of their respective services, such as disruptions caused by software viruses or attacks by unauthorized users,
some of which are beyond the Token Issuer’s and/or its affiliates’ control. Although the Token Issuer and its affiliates will be taking steps against malicious attacks on their respective appliances
or infrastructure, which are critical for the maintenance of the Moveco and their respective other
services, there can be no assurance that cyber- attacks, such as distributed denials of service, will
not be attempted in the future, and that any of the Token Issuer’s and its affiliates’ intended enhanced security measures will be effective.
Any events or circumstances which adversely affect the Token Issuer, and/or its affiliates may have
a corresponding adverse effect on the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates if such events or circum32

stances affect the Token Issuer’s and/or its affiliates’ ability to maintain the Moveco The Moveco is
intended to be developed, operated and maintained by the Token Issuer and its affiliates. This
would correspondingly have an impact on the trading price of the MOV tokens.
As the respective business evolves, the Token Issuer and its affiliates must also expand and adapt
its operational infrastructure. The Token Issuer’s and its affiliates’ respective businesses rely on
blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract technology, and to manage technical support infrastructure for the Moveco effectively, the Token Issuer and its affiliates will need to continue to
upgrade and improve their data systems and other operational systems, procedures and controls.
These upgrades and improvements will require a dedication of resources, are likely to be complex
and increasingly rely on hosted computer services from third parties that the Token Issuer and/or
its affiliates do not control. If the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates are unable to adapt their respective systems and organization in a timely, efficient and cost-effective manner to accommodate
changing circumstances, its business, financial condition and results of operations may be adversely affected. If the third parties whom the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates rely on are subject
to a security breach or otherwise suffer disruptions that impact the respective services the Token
Issuer and/or its affiliates utilize, the integrity and availability of their respective internal information could be compromised, which may consequently cause the loss of confidential or proprietary
information, and economic loss. The loss of financial, labor or other resources, and any other adverse effect on the Token Issuer’s and/or its affiliates’ respective business, financial condition and
operations, would have a direct adverse effect on the Token Issuer’s and its affiliates’ ability to
maintain the Moveco. As the Moveco is the main product to which the MOV tokens relate, this
may adversely impact the trading price of the MOV tokens.
The financial technology and cryptocurrency industries and the markets in which the Token Issuer
and its affiliates compete have grown rapidly and continue to grow rapidly, and continue to evolve
in response to new technological advances, changing business models and other factors. As a result of this constantly changing environment, the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates may face operational difficulties in adjusting to the changes, and the sustainability of the Token Issuer and its
affiliates will depend on their ability to manage their respective operations, adapt to technological
advances and market trends and ensure that they hire qualified and competent employees, and
provide proper training for their personnel.

Risk by Dependence of the location and data center facilities of the third party by The Token Issuer
and its affiliates.
These facilities are also vulnerable to damage or interruption from, among others, natural disasters, arson, terrorist attacks, power losses, and telecommunication failures. Additionally, the third33

party providers of such facilities may suffer a breach of security because of third party action, employee error, malfeasance or otherwise and a third party may obtain unauthorized access to the
data in such servers. The Token Issuer’s and its affiliates’ infrastructure network will be in part established through servers that which they respectively own and house at the location facilities of
third parties, and servers that they respectively rent at data center facilities of third parties. If the
Token Issuer and/or its affiliates are unable to renew their respective data facility lease on commercially reasonable terms or at all, the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates may be required to transfer
their respective servers to a new data center facility and may incur significant costs and possible
service interruption in connection with the relocation. As techniques used to obtain unauthorized
access to, or to sabotage systems change frequently and generally are not recognized until
launched against a target, the Token Issuer, its affiliates and the providers of such facilities may be
unable to anticipate these techniques or to implement adequate preventive measures. Any such
security breaches or damages which occur will impact upon the Token Issuer’s and/or its affiliates’
infrastructure network and/or the Moveco may adversely impact the price of the MOV tokens.
Adverse impact by General global market and economic on the Token Issuer’s and/or its affiliate’s
operating performance, results of operations and cash flows.
There can be no assurance, that current economic conditions or worsening economic conditions
or a prolonged or recurring recession will not have a significant adverse impact on the Token Issuer’s and/or its affiliates’ respective business, financial condition and results of operations and
hence the Moveco, which would correspondingly impact the trading price of the MOV tokens. The
Token Issuer and/or its affiliates could be affected by general global economic and market conditions. Challenging economic conditions worldwide have from time to time, contributed, and may
continue to contribute, to slowdowns in the information technology industry at large. Weakness in
the economy could have a negative effect on the Token Issuer’s and/or its affiliates’ respective
business, operations and financial condition, including decreases in revenue and operating cash
flows. Additionally, in a down-cycle economic environment, the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates
may experience the negative effects of increased competitive pricing pressure and a slowdown in
commerce and usage of the Moveco. Suppliers on which the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates rely
for servers, bandwidth, location and other services could also be negatively impacted by economic conditions that, in turn, could have a negative impact on the Token Issuer’s and/or its affiliates’ respective operations or expenses.
Newly Implemented regulations may affect The Token Issuer, its affiliates and/or the MOV tokens.
Cryptocurrency trading is generally unregulated worldwide, but numerous regulatory authorities
across jurisdictions have been outspoken about considering the implementation of regulatory
regimes which govern cryptocurrency or cryptocurrency markets. The Token Issuer, its affiliates
and/or the MOV tokens may be affected by newly implemented regulations relating to cryptocur34

rencies or cryptocurrency markets, including having to take measures to comply with such regulations, or having to deal with queries, notices, requests or enforcement actions by regulatory authorities, which may come at a substantial cost and may also require substantial modifications to
the MOV tokens and/or the Moveco. This may impact the appeal of the MOV tokens and/or the
Moveco for users and result in decreased usage of the MOV tokens and/or the Moveco. Further,
should the costs (financial or otherwise) of complying with such newly implemented regulations
exceed a certain threshold, maintaining the MOV tokens and/or the Moveco may no longer be
commercially viable and the Token Issuer and/or its affiliates may opt to discontinue the MOV tokens and/or the Moveco.
Further, it is difficult to predict how or whether governments or regulatory authorities may implement any changes to laws and regulations affecting distributed ledger technology and its applications, including the MOV tokens and the Moveco. The Token Issuer and/or its affiliates may also
have to cease their respective operations in a jurisdiction that makes it illegal to operate in such
jurisdiction, or make it commercially unviable or undesirable to obtain the necessary regulatory
approval(s) to operate in such jurisdiction. In scenarios such as the foregoing, the trading price of
MOV tokens will be adversely affected or MOV tokens may cease to be traded.
The regulatory regime governing the blockchain technologies, cryptocurrencies, tokens and token
offerings such as Token Sale, the Moveco and the MOV tokens is uncertain, and regulations or
policies may materially adversely affect the development of the Moveco and the utility of the MOV
tokens

New or changing laws and regulations or interpretations of existing laws and regulations may materially and adversely impact the value of the currency in which the MOV tokens may be sold, the
value of the distributions that may be made by the Token Issuer, the liquidity of the MOV tokens ,
the ability to access marketplaces or exchanges on which to trade the MOV tokens , and the structure, rights and transferability of MOV tokens .
Regulation of tokens (including the MOV tokens) and token offerings such as the Token Sale, cryptocurrencies, blockchain technologies, and cryptocurrency exchanges currently is undeveloped
and likely to rapidly evolve, varies significantly among international, federal, state and local jurisdictions and is subject to significant uncertainty. Various legislative and executive bodies in Singapore and other countries may in the future, adopt laws, regulations, guidance, or other actions,
which may severely impact the development and growth of the Moveco and the adoption and utility of the MOV tokens. Failure by the Token Issuer, its affiliates or users of the Moveco to comply
with any laws, rules and regulations, some of which may not exist yet or are subject to interpretation and may be subject to change, could result in a variety of adverse consequences, including
civil penalties and fines.
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Blockchain networks also face an uncertain regulatory landscape in many foreign jurisdictions such
as the European Union, China, South Korea and Russia. Various foreign jurisdictions may, soon,
adopt laws, regulations or directives that affect the Moveco. Such laws, regulations or directives
may directly and negatively impact the Token Issuer’s and/or its affiliates’ respective business. The
effect of any future regulatory change is impossible to predict, but such change could be substantial and materially adverse to the development and growth of the Moveco and the adoption and
utility of the Tokens.
Moveco Token holders will have no control on the Token Issuer or its affiliates
The holders of MOV tokens are not and will not be entitled, to vote or receive dividends or be
deemed the holder of capital stock of the Token Issuer or its affiliates for any purpose, nor will anything be construed to confer on the purchasers any of the rights of a stockholder of the Token Issuer or its affiliates or any right to vote for the election of directors or upon any matter submitted
to stockholders at any meeting thereof, or to give or withhold consent to any corporate action or
to receive notice of meetings, or to receive subscription rights or otherwise.

There may be unanticipated risks arising from the MOV tokens
Cryptographic tokens such as the MOV tokens are a relatively new and dynamic technology. In addition to the risks included in this section, there are other risks associated with the purchase, holding and use of the MOV tokens, including those that the Token Issuer and its affiliates cannot
anticipate. Such risks may further materialize as unanticipated variations or combinations of the
risks discussed in this Whitepaper.
Purchasers may lack information for monitoring their investment
The purchasers of MOV tokens may not be able to obtain all information it would want regarding
the Token Issuer, its affiliates, the MOV tokens, or the Moveco, on a timely basis or at all. It is possible that purchasers may not be aware on a timely basis of material adverse changes that have occurred. While the Token Issuer has made efforts to use open-source development for MOV tokens,
this information may be highly technical by nature. Because of these difficulties, as well as other
uncertainties, Purchasers may not have accurate or accessible information about the Moveco.
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